
A.E.M. Milestones 
Case Study 

The Client 
A.E.M. Milestones is run by Enid Medina, a Life Cycle Celebrant on the East coast who                
specializes in bilingual ceremonies with a personal touch. 

The Problem 
Enid's previous site was built on an old version of Joomla. Her hosting provider sent a                
message they were upgrading and, after some research, we determined her site would be              
majorly affected by the upgrade a.k.a. be totally broken. WordPress would be great as she               
would want to run the site herself once the design was finished. Additionally, the old site                
was not mobile-friendly. 

The Results 
Her new site is much cleaner and easier to navigate. I kept all the highlights and information                 
she wanted while unifying the site design and making it mobile-friendly. She hired me to do                
extended maintenance and gave me a really nice shoutout on LinkedIn without me asking! 

The Process 

How It Started 

To start I did a full analysis of the backend and frontend            
of her current site. I asked several questions to learn          
what she liked about her site, what was causing her          
frustration, what her target demographic was, and what        
her business goals were. I determined WordPress would        
be great for her as she planned to run the site herself            
once the design was finished. Here’s a full-size shot of          
the homepage. 

Research 

Although she performs many types of ceremonies, her        
target audience was primarily for weddings. 75-85%       
were Latino couples who wanted a secular, bilingual        
ceremony with religious flavor to the event. Ages of all          
her clients ranged from 19-60 years old, most being in          
their 30s. Some were second marriages or renewals of vows. Black and same-gender             
couples were another main demographic. 
 
This was a part-time business for her. A self-titled “gentle job”. She performed 15-20              
ceremonies each year with no interest in building that further. Less frequent ceremonies             
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included quinceañeras, divorce, baby blessings, mother showers, house blessings, and          
purifications. Several of her clients would have 4-5 different types of events with her.  
 
She said she wanted her site exactly the same. The way her previous site was designed this                 
was not an option. Since we had to redesign, I felt there were opportunities to improve it to                  
better achieve the online presence she wanted and enhance her users’ experiences. One of              
her biggest challenges was needing the site to be easy to maintain and upload photos or                
videos. The blue font and floral aspects were very important to her. She wasn't interested in                
a blog or any social media or marketing campaigns, nor was she interested in changing or                
updating any copy.  

Branding 

I felt there needed to be a more        
unified flow to her site's design      
in conjunction with other    
materials. She regularly met    
people in-person or through    
referrals, and would get lists of      

leads from wedding venues in her area. She also ran ads regularly on some select               
wedding-based websites, so her online presence had to be an extension of these with              
easy-to-find information of her most popular services.  
 
On the original design, the headshot and leaf graphic are repeated nicely, however to me               
the deep purple on her card was washed out by the blues and greens, and there didn’t seem                  
to be a cohesive palette. We found a copyright issue with the leaf image in use so had to find                    
new assets that would keep her branding consistent across aforementioned multiple           
channels.  

 
To do this I first found a theme that could offer the flexibility I wanted with base styling that                   
would match our vision. I chose Florence by AlienWP for this one. While I could certainly                
build a site for her from scratch, this was impractical given her budget and goals for the site. 

Color and Navigation 

I simplified color choices and layouts to make        
navigation clearer and easier. I used her logo,        
business card, and some current media assets       
to find fonts, images, and colors to unify the         
entire site. With a more consistent color       
scheme between the text and new flower asset,        
I made the Headers with text for SEO while         
maintaining the floral accents. I also used the        
flower to “close” each page. 

Fonts 

She liked her logo, but it and all Headers on the former design were images rather so there                  
was no way to see what was used. She was unable to contact the person who made them, so                   
I had to do a little matching. I eventually landed on Lobster 2. I felt it captured the essence                   



and flow with the tails on capital letters and curves of the lower-case 'e'. If you recognize the                  
font in her logo, please tell me! I would love to match it. 
 

 

Readability 

To maintain her blue font, I had to find a background that would highlight that and work                 
with the other colors. On a white background the blue was very difficult to read. The one I                  
found continued the highly floral element she liked in her former design while staying              
understated and making the text nicely visible on all devices. It also added to the unification                
of the site as a whole. 
 

 

Internal Links 

A big opportunity for UX was inter-page linking to get people where they wanted to go much                 
faster (BONUS! This helps with SEO). I added links to all her most popular services in her                 
intro, plus links between each relevant page to jump where it would make sense. For               
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instance, on the FAQ page, if the answer had a page with more info, I added a link (see                   
below). Previously, if someone found the answer here, they’d have to go hunting to find the                
details on the service they wanted. 
 

 

Menu 

The menu of the theme we chose caused some difficulties. Enid wanted very particular              
placement of certain menu items. While I agreed the layout she wanted would have looked               
nice, the theme's structure and time limitations of the project wouldn't allow us to make               
that happen. Additionally, the way the theme handled being "responsive" combined with            
whatever particular length our menu options were made for some ... interesting            
arrangements. I wish I had a screenshot. It was special. 
 
The solution was to use a mobile-style menu bar on all screen sizes. It cleaned up the main                  
page, putting focus on Enid and her words, while providing a subtle but find-able (totally a                
word) navigation menu that plays nice on all screens.  
 

 



Photo Gallery 

Her previous gallery was unresponsive and it was very difficult to upload images on her               
own. I wanted to use WordPress for this so it was simple for her to do. She also wanted to                    
do videos which was never taught to her. Originally I used the standard WordPress gallery,               
but a later update rendered it unresponsive with a broken lightbox effect. Dang! I did some                
research and testing of plugins until I landed on Gallery by Supsystic. It was really easy to                 
set up, simple to add images, and worked well. 

 

 

Analytics 

She had no previous Analytics, but here's how it looked post-launch: 
 

 

The Takeaways 

● Start Analytics immediately to get a baseline. 
● The universal-style menu may be worth exploring on future projects. 
● Do more diligent mobile testing with theme demos. 
● Do more research on effective CTAs. 
● Be more of an advocate for my opinions. 



 
Enid was so pleased she hired me to do ongoing maintenance after the design was finished.                
She wrote me an unsolicited testimonial on LinkedIn, too! I was very touched by this               
gesture. She was even kind enough to help me figure out how to officiate my friend's                
wedding. I had never done it before, and this was Enid's specialty. I really enjoy the                
relationship we built working together on her site. 


